Montessori Education Center of the Rockies - Elementary 10/00

Materials Evaluation

Student: Nena Massy
Date: 10/7/00
Level: Lower

Curriculum Area: Language
Reviewed by: ______________________

1. Title of Lesson Plan: Stellar noctiluca Quiz

   Description of Materials: felt discs in basket
   — Attractive and durable
   — Accurate information
   — Complete - all items needed for the activity
   — Appropriate for Montessori curriculum at this age level
   — Designed for independent use by children after an introductory lesson
   — Accepted (25 pts) 18 pts minimum required for acceptance

2. Title of Lesson Plan: Natural Decoys

   Description of Materials: blank/control chart, matching cards
   — Attractive and durable
   — Accurate information
   — Complete - all items needed for the activity
   — Appropriate for Montessori curriculum at this age level
   — Designed for independent use by children after an introductory lesson
   — Accepted (25 pts) 18 pts minimum required for acceptance

3. Title of Lesson Plan: Timelines of Life

   Description of Materials: from prehistoric to recent times
   — Attractive and durable
   — Accurate information
   — Complete - all items needed for the activity
   — Appropriate for Montessori curriculum at this age level
   — Designed for independent use by children after an introductory lesson
   — Accepted (25 pts) 18 pts minimum required for acceptance

4. Title of Lesson Plan: Land Forms

   Description of Materials: charts, maps, puzzles, labels & definitions
   — Attractive and durable
   — Accurate information
   — Complete - all items needed for the activity
   — Appropriate for Montessori curriculum at this age level
   — Designed for independent use by children after an introductory lesson
   — Accepted (25 pts) 18 pts minimum required for acceptance

TOTAL 100
(4 accepted materials required for satisfactory completion)
Montessori Education Center of the Rockies - Elementary

Performance Assessment

Student: [Name]  Date: [Date]
Curriculum Area: [Area]  Reviewed by: [Reviewer]
Lesson / Materials: Natural Disasters

Presentation by the student:

70 / 70 pts  (Minimum 50 pts for pass)
Very well done

1. Introduction to the lesson  ✓
2. Simplicity & accuracy of speech  ✓
3. Use of materials  ✓
4. Completion of lesson  ✓
5. Overall clarity  ✓

What was well done? (Discuss with student)
Intro.

What could be improved? (Discuss with student)
Tsunami - seismic sea wave
Use of Chart to Check Work

Questions:
30 / 30 pts  (Minimum 20 pts for pass)
1. What are the aims of this lesson?
   Intro children to concept of Natural disasters
   Power of Earth - How weather can be devastating

2. What specific activities should the child have mastered before you give this lesson?
   Hydrosphere, Atmosphere, Atmosphere
   Movement of Earth

3. When the child has mastered this activity, what would you present next?
   Talk about each individually

Recommendation of Instructor:

✓ Performance is satisfactory. (Minimum total of 70 points)

✓ Schedule another assessment in this curriculum area. (Discuss with student)